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Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

Many wild animals sleep in the same place because it is their habitat. Many people sleep snugly in their beds. But where do the animals that live in the wild spend their days. Their habitats, or places where the animals live, are where animals are most safe.
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

fishes sleep with there eyes open because they don't have eyelids. some birds sleep on their legs to make the predators think they are sticks in the water. dolfins sleep among the water. one part of the dolphin sleeps an one stays awak.
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

The difference is that where most animals live they sleep and other animals like to hide their selves. Many animals hide themselves. Their habitats, or places where the animals live, are where animals are most safe.
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

animals pretend themselves like chimpanzees build nests out of branches and vines. Each night a chimpanzee will build itself a new nest in the trees. Sloths hold on by their toes or claws and hang upside down from tree branches as they sleep in beds. Fishes sleep in many different ways.
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

Some birds that live in or near water will sleep standing in the water. This tricks predators into thinking they are sticks. Some dolphins, while half of the dolphin’s brain sleeps, the other half stays awake. This allows a dolphin to rest while slowly swimming along, breathing at the surface and watching over its young.
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

Some animals sleep in different ways like themselves. They can sleep in different ways like upside down in water let. The bran sleep like Every night, parrotfish usually sleep close to the rock in sheltered places like cracks. **like A Safe Sleeping Bag for them. So they can stay safe from predators in different ways**

Parrotfish live among coral reefs in oceans. They sleep watching stuff. Dolphin’s brain sleeps the other half stays awake. This allows a dolphin to rest while slowly swimming along, breathing at the surface and watching. The most amazing sleep belongs to a seabird called the sooty tern. Sooty terns nest on islands. When they are not nesting, they live for many years in the sky and on the surface of the sea over its young. Like some fish, and animals they half to defend them self (evry one needs sleep) so get good sleep.
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

They all sleep in different ways because they are all different and have different structures. A big problem for animals that live in the wild is staying safe while they sleep. Animals take care of this problem in different ways. Every night, parrotfish usually sleep close to the rock in sheltered places like cracks. Anolis lizards sleep on leaves at the end of long branches. Sloths hold on by their toes or claws and hang upside down from tree branches. Many kinds of bats sleep in caves, trees, or barns or attics. There are many more animals that have different ways of sleeping, but that would take me to long to name them all. All animals sleep in different ways, ether from the ocean, or on land, their all different.
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

THAY have hoard time sleeping. Sleep is one of the most important things People do. Sleep also allows our bodies to rest. wild animals sleep in the same area that they spend their days. Their habitats, or places where the animals live, are where animals are most safe. It is not surprising that many birds choose to sleep in trees. Finding a safe place to sleep at night can be tricky because many predators are active at
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

Animals sleep in different places because they need different environments to live. Many animals hide themselves. Others have special ways of protecting themselves while they sleep. Some parrotfish go one step further to protect themselves by making a slime layer that covers their whole bodies. Anolis lizards often sleep on leaves at the end of long branches. Chimpanzees want a comfortable bed that will allow them to have a good night’s sleep. Many wild animals sleep in the same area that they spend their days. Habitats, or places where the animals live, are where animals are most safe. Sleeping in a tree can help to keep an animal safe.
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that
different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a
well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH
passages to support your answer.

I learned that some animals sleep in the wild and some animals sleep in the
ocean.

Many wild animals sleep in the same area that they spend their days. Their
habitats, or places where the animals live, are where animals are sleeping in a
tree can help to keep an animal safe. High up in the treetop, many animals are
able to keep a distance from their enemies. It is not surprising that many birds
choose to sleep in trees.

Animals sleep in different ways because so they can stay safe. Passage 1
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

bcases they need to sleep]
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

The animals sleep in different ways because they are different animals. Like sloths, they sleep upside down. Plus fish sleep with their eyes open because they have no eyelids.

Some birds that live in or near water will sleep standing in the water. It is believed that sleeping on their feet allows these birds to take off quickly if they are in any danger. When birds sleep with only their feet in the water, it may help them to like sticks in the water. This tricks predators into thinking they are sticks and not something the predators would like to eat.

Bottle-nosed dolphins have a special problem. They need to sleep, but they have to be on the ocean’s surface to breathe. They also need to watch over their young so that nothing will harm them. What do they do? While half of the dolphin’s brain sleeps, the other half sleeps. After a couple of hours, the sleeping half of the dolphin’s brain wakes up while the other half snoozes.
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

Everybuty hast to sleep
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

They sleep in different ways to protect themselves. They do this because they need to hide at night so they won't be breakfast.

Sleeping in a tree can help to keep an animal safe. High up in the treetop, many animals are able to keep a distance from their enemies. It is not surprising that many birds choose to sleep in trees.

Some hide in holes. Others find a branch to rest on.
Other animals sleep in trees too. Many chimpanzees build nests out of branches and vines in the trees. Each night a chimpanzee will build itself a new nest. Some kinds of squirrels also sleep in trees. Their nests are often made of leaves. Many wild animals sleep in the same area that they spend their days. Their habitats, or places where the animals live, are where animals are most safe.
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

Animals sleep in different ways because everyone in the world needs sleep. Sloths hold on by their toes or claws and hang upside down from tree branches. Hanging upside down helps the sloth hide from predators. Bats also sleep upside down. Each day a chimpanzee builds itself a new, comfortable bed to sleep in. While half of the dolphin’s brain sleeps, the other half stays awake. This allows a dolphin to rest while slowly swimming along, breathing at the surface and watching over its young. Fishes sleep in many different ways. Fishes sleep with their eyes open because they have no eyelids also brown bats sleep the longest.
Animals sleep in different ways because they have to hide in different ways to. If all of them slept the same other animals could eat them!

Fishes sleep in many different. Some rest on the lake or sea bottom, and some bury themselves in the sand or mud. This way of sleeping also works as a disguise. It can help fishes to hide from their enemies. Parrotfish live among coral reefs in oceans. Finding a safe place to sleep at night can be tricky because many predators are active at night, like moray eels. Every night, parrotfish usually sleep close to the rock in sheltered places like cracks. Some parrotfish go one step further to protect themselves by making a slime layer that covers
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

Sleeping in a tree can help to keep an animal safe. High up in the treetop, many animals are able to keep a distance from their enemies. It is not surprising that many birds choose to sleep in trees.

Parrotfish live among coral reefs in oceans. Finding a safe place to sleep at night can be tricky because many predators are active at night, like moray eels. Every night, parrotfish usually sleep close to the rock in sheltered places like cracks. Some parrotfish go one step further to protect themselves by making a slime layer that covers their whole bodies. This covering acts like a sleeping bag and can provide a barrier that helps keep the parrotfish safe.

how is different cose it is different types of animals so they do different so they are different spices
**Q1:** Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

They both talk about animals and animals that sleep in the water being safe. Many wild animals sleep in the same area that they spend their days. Their habitats, or places where the animals live, are where animals are most sleeping in a tree can help to keep an animal safe. High up in the treetop, many animals are able to keep a distance from their enemies. It is not surprising that many birds choose to sleep in trees.
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

Animals sleep in different way like upside down or in water some sleep with there eyes open because they do not have eye lids at all like fish they sleep with there eyes open
A big problem for animals that live in the wild is staying safe while they sleep. Animals take care of this problem in different ways. Many animals hide themselves. Others have special ways of protecting themselves while they sleep.
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

a dohine sleeps on the botm of the ocean floor. a chinpanzi macks its onme bed .a fish sleeps on the botm of the floor.some birds that sleep buy the water and stand in the water and sleep in the water.some animals sleep upsiad down.some hang from there tose .they sleep in cavs too. they even sleep inside a tree to.
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

dolphins sleep under water while the others sleep then the next dolphins sleep

Many people sleep snugly in their beds. But where do the animals that live in the wild sleep?

Sleeping in a tree can help to keep an animal safe. High up in the treetop, many animals are able to keep a distance from their enemies. It is not surprising that many birds choose to sleep in trees and in water too.

a lot of animals sleep too
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

Where animals find their food and play around, that is where they sleep. Some animals live in trees also! It can help keep an animal safe because if something on the ground wants to eat it, it can't! Humans sleep with cozy blankets but animals don't. Animals sleep with their fur. Most animals also have a den. Some little animals can burrow into small holes too! A lot of animals sleep a long time because without sleep even simple jobs can be difficult. Animals can protect themselves in different ways!

1 way is that some animals can protect themselves during they sleep. Another way is to hide themselves. There is a problem for animals that live in the wild is staying safe while they sleep! The animals that sleep in trees are very special. If a pretitor is looking for them, they can't catch because they are way up high in the air! Animals in trees can lay on branches. there nest are often made of leves.

They are rally special!
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

So After a couple of hours, the sleeping half of the dolphin's brain wakes up while the other half snFishes sleep in many different ways. Some rest on the lake or sea bottom, and some bury themselves in the sand or mud. This way of sleeping also works as a disguise. It can help fishes to hide from their enemies. Fishes sleep with their eyes open because they have no eyelids.oozes.
Why anamails sleep in different ways. Many anamails hide them selvs from preditors. Others have ways of protecting them selvs while they sleep. Sleeping in a tree can help keep an animal safe. Haging un sidedown helps sloths hide from preditors. A butterfly and a bee sleep in a flower, or under leaves because they blind in vary well and it helps protect them. Brides sleep on the water and it helps them look like a sticks in the water. Fish hide and sleep in mud or sand. It can help fish to hide from their enemies. Thats how anamails protec them selvs when they sleep.
Where DO amazing animals sleep?

One way is that animals sleep up sigh down that is the slow sloth and the very fast glider, bat. Another one is awsome animals that sleep on nice plants witch is the glamiris butterfly. finily the last but not least animals that sleep in trees witch are the hiper chinp and the sneeky squrel. There are soo many animals that sleep in soo meny difrent plases.
Animals sleep in different ways. First, some animals are big and some are small. Small animals sleep in trees and big animals lay down. Second, some animals sleep in sleeping bags. They are safe in them. Then, animals sleep in buildings. They have a job when they sleep. Last, some sleep in water. They can lay in water. Clearly, there is 4 reasons that animals sleep.
Animals need to sleep differently because animals need to protect themselves from being eaten by a predator or enime. For example, a butterfly sleeps on a flower or plant that is the same color of themselves so they can blend in so the enime will not see them. On another way a animal sleeps differently to protect themselves is a Parrotfish makes a slim layer of fat that keeps themselves safe from hungry predators. When a Anolis lizards sleep, they sleep on a leaf on a branch so when a predator climbs up to get them it will wiggle the branch so the Anoil will feel the wiggle of the branch and can wake up and leap off the branch. What if you sleep on water? Well ducks put their feet in the water so their feet will look like sticks and trick the enime.
The animals protect themselves in 3 ways. The animals protect themselves. Every animal has its own way of sleeping. Even protecting themselves to. The animals live in different ways to. They protect in lots of different ways. They sleep in their own ways. They keep heter by living in their own ways.
These books show different ways animals sleep. Here are some examples. From passage 1: a seabird called the sooty tern. Sooty terns nest on islands. When they are not nesting, they live for many years in the sky and on the surface of the sea. When and where can they sleep? Scientists believe that the sooty terns are able to sleep while they are flying. This allows them to rest while staying out of the reach of predators. and from passage 2: Some birds that live in or near water will sleep standing in the water. It is believed that sleeping on their feet allows these birds to take off quickly if they are in any danger. When birds sleep with only their feet in the water, it may help them to look like sticks in the water. This tricks predators into thinking they are sticks and not something the predators would like to eat. As you can see, animals sleep in different ways. The reason is probably because if all animals slept the same way predator would know just how to sneak up on there pray.
They all sleep in different ways because they are all different and have different structures. A big problem for animals that live in the wild is staying safe while they sleep. Animals take care of this problem in different ways. Every night, parrotfish usually sleep close to the rock in sheltered places like cracks. Anolis lizards sleep on leaves at the end of long branches. Sloths hold on by their toes or claws and hang upside down from tree branches. Many kinds of bats sleep in caves, trees, or barns or attics. There are many more animals that have different ways of sleeping, but that would take me too long to name them all. All animals sleep in different ways, either from the ocean, or on land, their all different.
animals sleep vary different from echuther in trees and on grawnd up side
dawn in caves. Anolis lizards live in many areas including tropical rain forests. They often sleep on leaves at the end of long branches. A leaf might seem like a strange bed, but it works like an alarm to keep the lizard safe. If a hungry snake wiggles a branch, the lizard wakes up and leaps to safety.
Every night, parrotfish usually sleep close to the rock in sheltered places like cracks. Some parrotfish go one step further to protect themselves by making a slime layer that covers their whole bodies. This covering acts like a sleeping bag and can provide a barrier that helps keep the parrotfish safe. Eels go under a rock and they us a further to fill in the cracks. Some animals go high up in a tree to keep safe.
Animals take care of this problem in different ways. Every night, parrotfish usually sleep close to the rock in sheltered places like cracks. Some parrotfish go one step further to protect themselves by making a slime layer that covers their whole bodies. This covering acts like a sleeping bag and can provide a barrier that helps keep the parrotfish safe. They need to sleep, but they have to be on the ocean’s surface to breathe. They also need to watch over their young so that nothing will harm them. This allows a dolphin to rest while slowly swimming along, breathing at the surface and watching over its young. After a couple of hours, the sleeping half of the dolphin’s brain wakes up while the other half snoozes most animals need sleep to stay healthy. This allows them staying out of the reach of predators to rest while
Some have special ways of protecting themselves while they sleep. A big problem for animals that live in the wild is staying safe while they sleep. Animals take care of this problem in different ways. Parrotfish live among coral reefs in oceans. Finding a safe place to sleep at night can be tricky because many predators are active at night, like moray eels. Sleep is one of the most important things people do. It allows our bodies to heal themselves. Sleep also allows our bodies to rest. Without sleep, even simple jobs can be difficult. Other animals need sleep too!
keeps them safe. Hanging upside down helps the sloth hide from predators.
Every night, parrotfish usually sleep close to the rock in sheltered places like cracks. Some parrotfish go one step further to protect themselves by making a slime layer that covers their whole bodies. This covering acts like a sleeping bag and can provide a barrier that helps keep the parrot fish. Scientists believe that chimpanzees carefully choose a tree that is strong. In this tree they build a nest. The nest is built using branches and leaves. Each day a chimpanzee builds itself a new, comfortable bed to sleep in.

This allows a dolphin to rest while slowly swimming along, breathing at the surface and watching over its young. After a couple of hours, the sleeping half of the dolphin's brain wakes up while the other half snoozes.

Scientists believe that the sooty terns are able to sleep while they are flying. This allows them to rest while staying out of the reach of predators. Sloths hold on by their toes or claws and hang upside down from tree branches.
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

Because they have different body parts. Sleeping in a tree can help to keep an animal safe.
Animals sleep in a few places. One, place they sleep is in water. Some birds sleep in water. Another, way animals sleep is upsidedown. Bats and sloths sleep upsidedown. Finally, another place is trees. Some squirrels sleep in trees. Animals sleep in different ways.
Animals sleep different.

When fish sleep they bury themselves. They bury themselves so when they sleep enemies don’t see them. Chimpanzes live high in trees. They live high up in trees so snakes don’t have good changes of getting them. Bottle-nose dolphins have half of their brain awake and half asleep. Clearly animals sleep different.
Here are a few ways animals sleep safely. One animal is the Parrotfish. The Parrot fish sleeps near coral reefs incase Preditors try to harm them such as Mooray Eels. Another one is the Bottle nosed doliphin. One half of its brain is awake incase something tries to harm their young and the other half sleeps. Next but last the Anolis Lizard. The lizard sleeps on leaves incase a hungry snake slithers quietly it wakes up the lizard and the lizard leaps to safely. Here are many animals sleep safely.
How animals sleep

Many animals sleep in different ways. One interesting animal is the dolphin. It can sleep with half of its brain awake. The half awake brain watches its young and gets air. Another animal is the chimpanzee, they can make wonderful beds at night. They make new beds every night. Finally, there is the bat. It sleeps upside-down in a cave. If danger strikes, it is ready to take flight. Animals sleep in different ways.
Animals sleep in some of these places. Parrotfish live among coral reefs in oceans. Finding a safe place to sleep can be hard because predators are active at night like moray eels. Some parrotfish go on one step further to protect themselves. Anolis lizards live in many areas including tropical rain forests. They sleep on leaves and at the end of long branches. A leaf might seem like a strong bed but it works like an alarm to keep a lizard safe. If a hungry snake wiggles a branch the lizard wakes up and goes to safety. Chimpanzees take their sleep seriously; they want a comfortable bed that they can have a good night's sleep. Scientists think that chimpanzees carefully chose a strong tree. In these trees they build a nest. Each day a chimpanzee builds a new nest. Birds chose to sleep in trees some hid in holes. Others find a branch to rest on. Chimpanzees build nests on branches and vines in the trees. Some kinds of squirrels also sleep in trees.
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

there different because the animals have different ways to sleep and be safe at the same time, here is a exsmpale While half of the dolphin's brain sleeps, the other half stays awake. This allows a dolphin to rest while slowly swimming along, breathing at the surface and watching over its young. After a couple of hours, the sleeping half of the dolphin's brain wakes up while the other half snoozes. there alike because some of the animals do the same thing like this A leaf might seem like a strange bed, but it works like an alarm to keep the lizard safe. If a hungry snake wiggles a branch, the lizard wakes up and leaps to safety.
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

They both talk about sleeping for example without sleep even a simple job would be hard. Animals need sleep to help them bodies.
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

I think these story’s can be alike and different in different ways. An example of how they alike is: [passage 2] Many chimpanzees build their nests out of vines or branches in trees. [passage 1] Chimpanzees in a tree they build their nest. The nest is built using branches and leaves. A way that I think the two passages are different is they use different wording or word choice. For example: the author in passage 1 uses 2 sentences to describe where chimpanzees live. The author in the 2nd passage uses 1 longer sentence.
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

They hide themselves. They sleep in different ways so they can be safe. For example, bears sleep in a cave in the dark so no other animals and people come charging. Chimps like to sleep high up trees for safety. Dolphins have to look after their young so what do they do? Half of its brain off while the other part of it's brain awake, then after an hour it switches one part is awake the other part sleep. Most animals sleep were they spend daily. Some hide in a hole while others hang on branches up high in the sky. Others in actio in the tree. Sloths hold on with their toes and class and hang upside. Bats sleep upside down too. Also, ducks or birds sleep in the water. But only with one foot so they can take off quick. A dolphin sleeps 10 hours, chimp sleeps 10 hours sloth 11 hours, squirrel 15 hours, brown bat 20 hours.
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

Animals need to sleep differently because animals need to protect themselves from being eaten by a predator or enime. For example, a butterfly sleeps on a flower or plant that is the same color of themselves so they can blend in so the enime will not see them. Onother way a animal sleeps differently to protect themselves is a Parrotfish makes a slim layer of fat that keeps themselves safe from hungery predators. When a Anolis lizards sleep, they sleep on a leaf on a branch so when a prediter climbs up to get them it will wiggle the branch so the Anoil will feel the wiggle of the branch and can wake up and leap off the branch. What if you sleep on water? Well ducks put their feet in the water so their feet will look like sticks and trick the enime.
Some sleep upside down because bats can fly away if they need too. Also some animals sleep in trees because they like how the leaves and wood feel. And animals need to be safe in there sleep. In night some animals hunt for food so animals that are sleeping need to keep them safe and there baby, s. And dolphins need to go up to land to breath. And dolphins have to watch there kids like ever thing that has kids. But the dad or mom will peck at them when they sleep. So they will be able to sleep about half time of sleep! The animals that sleep in water they stand on there feat. Some animals sleep in flowers. They blend into the flowers. Butter fly,s sleep on flowers. And some bees sleep inside the flowers. Some animals sleep more then other animals. Like brown bats sleep 20 hours and a giraffe sleeps about 2. Some animals sleep the same hours or close to same like bottle nosed dolphin sleep 10 hours and so did chimpanzee. And sloth and squirrel are so close to same sloth is 14 and squirrel is 15 hours. A brown bat sleeps the most they sleep 20 HOURS !!!! Giraffe sleep the lest they sleep about two hours!!!!!!!!!!! Two hours are not a lot it is very low sleep. Bats sleep A lot they sleep 20 hours.
Q1: Both Safe Slumber and Where Do Animals Sleep tell about ways that different animals sleep. Explain why animals sleep in different ways. Write a well-organized, structured response using specific evidence from BOTH passages to support your answer.

Some Animals sleep hanging up-side down from trees and some of them just sleep on trees when they are upside down on trees it protects them from danger. Some Animals blend in so other Animals cannot see them it protects them because they will not be eaten. Some sleep under water and some birds will make it seem like they are sticks in the water that makes it really easy to hide for bigger Animals. If they never used some of these they may have easily been injured, Eaten, Or attacked by bigger animals.

End